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Transfer FunctionTransfer Function

Defined as Defined as the ratiothe ratio of the Laplace transform of the output signal of the Laplace transform of the output signal 
to that of the input signal (think of it as to that of the input signal (think of it as a gain factora gain factor!)!)

Contains information about dynamics of a Linear Time Invariant Contains information about dynamics of a Linear Time Invariant 
systemsystem

Time domainTime domain

Frequency domainFrequency domain

Laplace transformLaplace transform

Inverse Laplace transformInverse Laplace transform
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MassMass--SpringSpring--Damper SystemDamper System

ODEODE

Assume all initial conditions are zero. Then take Laplace Assume all initial conditions are zero. Then take Laplace 
transform,transform,

OutputOutput

InputInput

Transfer functionTransfer function
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Transfer FunctionTransfer Function

Differential equation replaced by algebraic relation Differential equation replaced by algebraic relation Y(s)=Y(s)=H(s)U(sH(s)U(s))

If If U(s)=1U(s)=1 then Y(s)=then Y(s)=H(sH(s) is the ) is the impulse responseimpulse response of the systemof the system

If If U(s)=1/sU(s)=1/s, the unit step input function, then Y(s)=, the unit step input function, then Y(s)=H(s)/sH(s)/s is the is the 
step responsestep response

The The magnitudemagnitude and and phase shiftphase shift of the response to of the response to a sinusoid at a sinusoid at 
frequency       frequency       is given by the magnitude and phase of the is given by the magnitude and phase of the 
complex numbercomplex number

Impulse:Impulse:

Unit step:Unit step:
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KirchhoffKirchhoff’’s Voltage Laws Voltage Law

The algebraic sum of voltages around any closed loop in an The algebraic sum of voltages around any closed loop in an 
electrical circuit is zero.electrical circuit is zero.
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KirchhoffKirchhoff’’s Current Laws Current Law

The algebraic sum of currents into any junction in an electricalThe algebraic sum of currents into any junction in an electrical
circuit is zero.circuit is zero.


